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For positive integers n and k, let rk(n) be the size of the largest subset of {1,2, . . . ,n} with-
out arithmetic progressions of length k. The van der Waerden number W (k1,k2, . . . ,kr) is
the smallest integer w such that every r-coloring of {1,2, . . . ,w} contains a monochro-
matic ki-term arithmetic progression with color i for some i. In this note, an algorithm
is proposed to search exact values of rk(n) for some k and n, and some new exact values
of rk(n) for k = 4,5,6,7,8 are obtained. The results extend the previous ones signiﬁcantly.
It is also shown that rk+1(2k2 + 1) 2k2 − 3k+ 3 for prime k 3, and three lower bounds
for van der Waerden numbers are given: W (3,4,5) 124, W (5,8) 248, W (5,9) 320.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let k  2, a k-term arithmetic progression, also called a k-AP, is a sequence of positive integers {a1,a2, . . . ,ak} such that
there is a constant positive integer d with the property that ai+1 −ai = d for i = 1,2, . . . ,k−1. For integers a b, we denote
by [a,b] the interval {r | a r  b} of integers between a and b. A set or sequence of positive integers is k-free, if it contains
no k-AP. For positive integers n and k, let rk(n) be the size of the largest k-free subset of {1,2, . . . ,n}.
We ﬁrstly recall a famous Ramsey-type theorem on the integers, van der Waerden’s theorem [2,4,7], the following:
Theorem 1. Let k, r  2 be integers. There exists a least positive integer w = W (k, r) such that for all n  w, for every r-coloring
of [1,n] there is a monochromatic arithmetic progression of length k.
The numbers W (k, r) are called van der Waerden numbers. The mixed van der Waerden number W (k1,k2, . . . ,kr) is
the smallest integer w such that every r-coloring of [1,w] contains a monochromatic ki-term arithmetic progression with
color i for some i.
The above van der Waerden’s theorem is studied with k-APs and many experts have researched them.
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Theorem 2. For every k ∈N, λ > 0, for large enough n, for every A ∈ [1,n], if |A| λn, A has a k-AP.
By this theorem we can see rk(n) = o(n). By an analytic proof for the above theorem, Gowers [3] provided much smaller
upper bounds for the van der Waerden numbers.
The values of rk(n) are useful to give the upper bounds for van der Waerden numbers for large parameters. In [8],
the bounds and values of rk(n) for k = 4,5,6,7,8 and some small n were studied. In [1], Gasarch et al. presented some
computational techniques and obtained exact results on r3(n) up to n = 187 and provided lower and upper bounds for n
between 188 and 250.
In [6], the bounds related to the form rk(k2) were studied, which are stated as follows.
Theorem 3. For any positive integer k 2,
k2 − p −
⌈
(k − 1)2
p
⌉
 rk
(
k2
)
< k2 − k − (1/2)k1/2 + 2,
where p is the greatest prime number no greater than n, and for any real number x, x is the least integer no less than x.
We use dynamic programming to eﬃcient test if a set is k-free. We then use this to ﬁnd the exact values of rk(n) for
some values of k and n. Using this algorithm, the exact values of rk(n) are obtained for k = 4,5,6,7,8 for greater n. The
results extend the previous ones signiﬁcantly. In addition, some new lower bounds for rk(n) are provided. For prime k  3,
the constructive lower bounds for rk+1(2k2 +1) are given. The lower bounds for rk(k2) are computed for every prime k 19
and they are better than those from Theorem 3.
In this paper, we will consider elements {0,1}∗ and a ﬁnite positive integer set interchangeably. We will use the following
notation.
Deﬁnition 1. Let σ ∈ {0,1}n .
(1) σ is identiﬁed with the set {i | σ(i) = 1}, |σ | and #(σ ) denote the length of σ and the number of ones in σ , respec-
tively.
(2) Let σ = ατ where α,τ ∈ {0,1}∗ . The α is a preﬁx of σ and τ is a suﬃx of σ . In particular, α0 and α1 are α concate-
nated with 0 and 1, respectively.
(3) pre(σ ,n) and suf (σ ,n) are the preﬁx and suﬃx of length n of σ .
(4) For a positive integer t , NUM(σ , t) denotes the maximum number of 1′s that can be in a string extends σ by t bits.
2. Lower bounds
For a prime number k, it is well known that one can construct a large k-free set as follows: Write down integers to the
base k and delete those which contain the digit k − 1 (see [8]). This construction provides the following lower bounds.
Theorem 4. Let integer h 1 and k be prime, rk( (k−2)k
h+1
k−1 ) (k − 1)h.
In fact, the greedy method produces the above construction. We present a construction for the form rk+1(2k2 + 1) which
can not be obtained by the greedy method.
Theorem 5. Let k 3 be prime, rk+1(2k2 + 1) 2k2 − 3k + 3.
Proof. Let σ = 1k(01k−1)k−10k(01k−1)k−11. Then we have |σ | = 2k2 + 1 and #(σ ) = 2k2 − 3k + 3. We rewrite σ line by
line, each line other than the last line has k numbers. So the numbers of the ﬁrst line are k ones, and those of the
(k + 1)th line are all zeros, that of the last line is only a one and those of other lines are all 01k−1. By the construction
mentioned in [8], if the ﬁrst line and last line are removed, the sequence left is k-free. We need to show σ is (k + 1)-free.
Suppose to the contrary that σ has a (k + 1)-AP, denoted by S . Then either S has a number in the ﬁrst line or the last
line.
Since k is prime, then either the numbers of S are in the same column, or each column has at least one number of S .
Therefore, each column has at least one number of S because that S can not be in the same column. So at least one number
among {1,2k2 + 1} is in S . But the ﬁrst and last integers in S must be in the same column. So {1,2k2 + 1} ∈ S . Thus the
common difference of S is 2k, which can not be true. Therefore rk+1(2k2 + 1) 2k2 − 3k + 3. 
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Require:
A k-free subset σ of length r − 1;
The current forbidden array f .
1: for i ← r + 1; i  (k−1)r−1k−2 ; i ← i + 1 do
2: d ← i − r;
3: if for all p ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k − 2}, σ(r − pd) = 1 then
4: f i ← 1;
5: end if
6: end for
Algorithm 2 DFS(σ ,n).
1: if |σ | = n then
2: rk(n) ← max{rk(n − 1),#(σ )}; return;
3: end if
4: if Potential(σ ,n) = FALSE then
5: return;
6: end if
7: while f |σ |+1 = 1 and |σ | < n do
8: σ ← σ0;
9: end while
10: DFS(σ0,n);
11: Set forbidden bits by calling either SetForbiddens(σ1, f ) or SetForbiddens2(σ1, f );
12: DFS(σ1,n);
13: Restore forbidden bits f and table c;
Remark 1. Noting that r4(19) = 12, r6(51) = 38, r8(99) = 80 (see [8]), our constructive lower bounds match the exact values
for k = 3,5,7. The following problem may be interesting:
Question 1. Does the equality rk+1(2k2 + 1) = 2k2 − 3k + 3 hold for any prime k 3?
3. Computational techniques on rk(n)
3.1. The algorithm
In our algorithm, we will test the existence of a k-free set recursively. More precisely, suppose rk(t) are given for all
t ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}, the goal is to ﬁnd rk(n + 1).
In [1], the following useful lemma is established when k = 3.
Lemma 1. For positive integers n and k, rk(n + 1) = rk(n) or rk(n + 1) = rk(n) + 1. Further more, if rk(n + 1) = rk(n) + 1 and
σ ∈ {0,1}n is a k-free subset of [n + 1] with size rk(n + 1), then σ(1) = σ(n + 1) = 1.
Similarly to [1], the k-free set is generated bit by bit in our algorithm and we maintain the current k-free subset σ and
a forbidden bit array f . Assume σ is currently of length i. If t = i+1 and ft = 0 then setting σ(t) = 1 would create a k-free
set in σ . We can apply Algorithm 1 to test k-free set and have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Given a k-free set σ ∈ {0,1}r−1 , σ is extended to a k-free set σ ′ of length r by adding one bit as follows:
(1) if σ ′(r) = 1, the forbidden bits can be updated by Algorithm 1 in time O (n);
(2) if σ ′(r) = 0, the forbidden bits need not be updated.
Proof. Let σ ∈ {0,1}r−1 be a k-free set. If we choose r which means σ ′(r) = 1, by applying Algorithm 1 we set the forbidden
bits. Suppose f i = 1, then a k-AP will be formed end with i and d = i − r, we have 1+ (k− 1)(i − r) i, thus i   (k−1)r−1k−2 .
Therefore, f i needs not be updated for all i >  (k−1)r−1k−2 . Noting line 2 and 4, we can see that the operation is in time O (n).
If we do not choose r which means σ ′(r) = 0, it is easy to see that the forbidden bits need not be updated. 
In [1], some techniques such as gathering information and splitting are applied to search r3(n). To speed up the search,
we will use other techniques based on Fact 1 and our setting forbidden bits method, especially dynamic programming
discussed in the next section. We list it in Algorithm 2, and before calling it, we initialize σ empty.
The function Potential(σ ,n) in line 4 of Algorithm 2 is the potential: Is σ worth pursuing? It is usually the prune criteria
and will be discussed in the next subsection.
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We know the prune criteria is a key factor for the eﬃciency of the backtrack search algorithm.
In [1], a theorem was proposed to obtain upper bounds for r3(n), we present its extended form as follows.
Theorem 6.
(1) For all n1 , n2 , rk(n1 + n2) rk(n1) + rk(n2).
(2) For all n, rk(mn)mrk(n).
By Lemma 1, we can use as the pruning criteria the following:
#(σ ) + rk
(
n − |σ |)< rk(n − 1) + 1. (1)
In [1], the information gathered method was used to devise the Potential function. Let σ ′ ∈ {0,1}L , σ ∈ {0,1}∗ , n ∈ N, and
|σ | < n. Let σ = βσ ′ . Then
Pot(σ ,n) =
⎧⎨
⎩
TRUE, n − |β| − L m and #(σ ) + NUM(σ ′,n − |β| − L) rk(n − 1) + 1;
TRUE, n − |β| − L >m and T1(σ ) ∧ T2(σ ) ∧ T3(σ );
FALSE, otherwise,
for some m, where
T1(σ ): #(σ ) + rk
(
n − |β| − L) rk(n − 1) + 1,
T2(σ ): #(σ ) + NUM
(
σ ′,m
)+ rk(n −m − |β|) rk(n − 1) + 1,
T3(σ ): #(σ ) + c  rk(n − 1) + 1,
and c the number of numbers that are not forbidden. For more details please see [1].
It is easy to see that if n − |β| − L >m, the revised version T ′2 of the function T2 can be improved as follows:
T ′2(σ ): #(σ ) + NUM
(
σ ′,m
)+ rk(n −m − |β| − L) rk(n − 1) + 1.
The following facts are simple but very useful to speed up the algorithm.
Fact 1. If σ is a k-free subset of [1,n], α and τ are the preﬁx and suﬃx of σ of length n/2, respectively, then either
#(α) rk(n)/2 or #(τ ) rk(n)/2.
Fact 2. If A is a k-free set and c is a constant then c − A = {c − x | x ∈ A} is a k-free set.
By Facts 1 and 2, when |σ | = n/2 and n  2, we restrict #(σ ) satisfying that #(σ )  (rk(n − 1) + 1)/2. Hence when
|σ | = n/2, we can use as the pruning criteria the following:
#(σ ) <
(
rk(n − 1) + 1
)
/2. (2)
Therefore, the function Potential in Algorithm 2 is devised as follows:
Potential(σ ,n) =
⎧⎨
⎩
TRUE, n/2 − |β| − L m ∧ |σ | n/2 ∧ T4(σ );
TRUE, n/2 − |β| − L >m ∧ |σ | n/2 ∧ T5(σ );
Pot(σ ,n), otherwise,
where in Pot(σ ,n), T2(σ ) is replaced by T ′2(σ ) and
T4(σ ): #(σ ) + NUM
(
σ ′, n/2 − |β| − L) (rk(n − 1) + 1)/2,
T5(σ ): #(σ ) + NUM
(
σ ′,m
)+ rk(n/2 −m − |β| − L) (rk(n − 1) + 1)/2.
3.3. Set forbidden bits for large k
Testing k-free set is used to update forbidden bits as above. Algorithm 1 shows a method to update forbidden bits in
time O (n). In this subsection we use a dynamic programming to speed up the search.
Let σ ∈ {0,1}n . Denote by c[d][i] the length of the longest arithmetic progression among those end with i such whose
distance is d. Then we have the following:
c[d][i] =
{
c[d][i − d] + 1, i > d,
1, i  d.
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Require:
A k-free subset σ of [r − 1];
The current forbidden array f ;
The current array c.
1: for d ← 1; d  (k−1)r−1k−2  − r; d ← d + 1 do
2: j ← r − d;
3: if σ( j) = 1 then
4: c[d][r] ← c[d][ j] + 1;
5: else
6: c[d][r] ← 1;
7: end if
8: end for
9: for i ← r + 1; i  (k−1)r−1k−2 ; i ← i + 1 do
10: d ← i − r;
11: if c[d][r] + 1 k then
12: f i ← 1;
13: end if
14: end for
Table 1
Results on r4(n).
n r4(n) Construction
53 27 1301201304102104130120130410210413(012)2
54–57 28 1301201304102104130120130410210413012013
58–59 29 130120120412010510213012021010513012010313012
60–63 30 13012010102101307101302130107130102101012013
64–65 31 1301201304130812021013051201012041012021301201
66–67 32 13012013041301071013021303107130102130313012
68–69 33 13012010313012010813031201204103101201304120120213
70–73 34 130120120410130212010310210102120313081012013031012013
74–76 35 130120130413010610413031301208101201201031013021013
77–78 36 1301201305130120712021301204102104103102101012013031012012
79–81 37 130120130510102120120313021201201210313012010313012010313
82–83 38 13(012)204(10)2120120610210102120210120101206105120130310120213012
84–86 39 1301201204101012012061021010212021012010120610512013031012021301201
87–90 40 1301203101201303130210810210130413012021091302120120210101201012
91–92 41 130120103130120313041081202101302101302101011130312013031012013
93–96 42 1301201031301203130104105103120103120210120105120101201041031010213012012
97–98 43 1301201204130120610510120313021013051021208(10)212031(012)2104(120)2013
99–100 44 130(120)203120130310210101202101031061301202120410710103101304101303130213
101–103 45 1301201031301201031301011103120130310120120101313012010313012031012013
105–106 47 1301201031301201031301201014130120103130120101413012010313012010313012
107–111 48 130120103130120103130120(1014130120103130120)21031301201
112 49 (1302)20130104120120103101(091202130104(120)2103101)210130212
By the above formula, we can test if σ is a k-free set. Naturally, if a k-free set σ ∈ {0,1}r−1 is given and if σ(r) = 1, all
the forbidden bits f i where i ∈ {r + 1, r + 2, . . . ,n} can also be computed based on this formula.
Since line 3 of Algorithm 1 is a loop statement and line 11 of Algorithm 3 is an if statement, Algorithm 3 is more
eﬃcient than Algorithm 1 when k is large. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If a k-free set σ ∈ {0,1}r−1 is given and if σ(r) = 1, the forbidden bits can be updated by Algorithm 3 in time O (n/k).
4. Computing results
4.1. Exact values
In [8], S.S. Wagstaff Jr. presented a table of rk(n) for k = 4,5,6,7,8 up to n = 52,74,52,53,57, respectively. He mainly
dealt with the case of k = 5 and also obtained that r5(79) = 52, r5(84) = 56, r5(89) = 59 and r5(94) = 64. By using the
techniques described above, we extend the table much further: r4(112) = 49, r5(110) = 66, r6(140) = 92, r7(148) = 110 and
r8(154) = 118.
In Tables 1–5, n consecutive x′s is denoted by xn . Namely 1403 stands for 1111000. We list the exact values of rk(n) and
some constructions for k = 4,5,6,7,8 and n greater than those in [8]. Note if rk(n + 1) = rk(n), then we need only show
the construction for rk(n); if rk(n + 1) = rk(n) + 1, then we need only show the construction for rk(n + 1).
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Results on r5(n).
n A5(n) Construction
75 48 (140)405(140)405(140)405
79–80 52 (140)405(140)405(140)40514
84–85 56 (140)405(140)405(140)405(140)40514014
89–90 60 (140)405(140)405(140)405(140)40514014014
94–104 64 (140)405(140)405(140)405(140)405(140)314
105–108 65 1401201401(012)204120313021301(012)20312010140213(01)2101203(140)2012(10)2(120)20214012
109–110 66 ((140)3130510)212010130214013051021301(01)313021201202(10)312012
Table 3
Results on r6(n).
n r6(n) Construction
53 38 1(140)415071501201(014)2
54–55 39 1(140)415071501201(014)21
56–57 40 1(140)310120150105150140315014
59–60 42 1(140)2101402140102120120210140214014012014
62–63 44 1(140)41010310140103101(014)41
66–67 47 1(140)41010310150120103101(014)41
68–69 48 1(140)413051012015031301401012014012014
71–72 50 1(140)505(140)404(014)31
76–79 54 1(140)505(140)404(014)41
80–81 55 1(140)410103101014(014)20101031010140102150215013
83–84 57 1(140)4120103102(140)312010310(014)30150413
86–87 59 1(140)4120103102(140)312010310(014)410413012
89–90 61 140150313(014)2(010210130313(014)2)201(012)2014
91–92 62 150((140)405)315014
96–97 66 150((140)405)315(014)2
101–104 70 150((140)405)3(140)315
105–106 71 ((140)405)3(140)3015021501
108–109 73 150((140)405)3130(014)310314
111–112 75 150((140)3120103102)3130212010140150213014
114–115 77 14015(0313014010120140120)314
116–117 78 1(140)314(012010310(014)3)3012010310(014)21
121–122 82 15(014013051)4(014)31
126–127 86 150((140)405)4(140)315
131–135 90 150((140)405)4(140)415
136–137 91 150((140)405)4(140)415041
138–141 92 140150313(014)20101(03101(014)30101)303101(014)20130315014
Table 4
Results on r7(n).
n r7(n) Construction
54 42 (160)5041015012014
57–58 45 (160)3120213013031(016)3
61–62 48 (160)31504120140212(016)2015
65–66 51 160(140)215010513(016)4014
69–70 54 (160)606(016)3
76–77 60 (160)606(016)4
83–84 66 (160)606(016)5
90–94 72 (160)606(016)6
95–97 73 15(016)3(01)31(014)0120513(016)01401013012016015
98–99 74 (160)31(014)203120130212016012010140150212013014010160216
104–105 79 (160)50120410213016013012016014010102(140)2(016)2
107–108 81 (160)50120410213016013012016014010102(140)2(016)2012
111–112 84 ((160)607)216016
118–119 90 ((160)607)216(016)2
125–126 96 ((160)607)216(016)3
132–133 102 ((160)607)216(016)4
139–145 108 ((160)607)216(016)5
146–147 109 (160)5104102140(016)30140101502103120215016014010150(016)2010313015
148 110 ((160)315021302101201303140)2(160)31502130210120130316
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Results on r8(n).
n r8(n) Construction
58 47 17016021(016)2015021017(014)2
59–60 48 17(014)3017031013(016)3
63–64 51 17(016)20150210170217010215016
69–70 56 17(016)20150210170217010215016015
72–73 58 17(016)30103130130212(016)4
78–79 63 17(016)401405170212(016)31
80–81 64 17(014)313031(013)2012(016)301(014)2016
85–86 68 17(016)5015071(016)41
92–93 74 17(016)607(016)51
99–103 80 17(016)607(016)61
104–105 81 17(016)6101117(016)2012013016017
108–109 84 17(016)50210103101012(016)2013010317(014)412
112–113 87 17(016)501201051014017010412012(016)5
116–117 90 17(016)501031031301601010130216012013(016)20212(016)2
120–121 93 17(016)50120105101701401051012(016)61
124–125 96 17(016)401201301012041201201601401013014013031013(016)4014
128–129 99 17(016)501201303103(016)40130210120140213016021(016)2
134–135 104 17((016)501301204102)2(016)41
141–142 110 17((016)607)2(016)417
148–152 116 17((016)607)2(016)517
154 118 17(014)20160150(016)20213010120130130120101401601403120130212012010130(016)20215016(014)2017
Table 6
Computational results on rk(k2).
k rk(k2) lk(k2) Construction
4 10 10 130120130412
5 18 16 (140)3021013012
6 27 17 1(140)4021013012014
7 38 36 (160)5041015012
8 51 50 17(016)20150210170217010215016
9 66 64 (180)2160218031302160120130(160)214016
10 84 81 19014(016)5130104190140219016019
11 103 100 (1100)810510218012010110
13  147 144 (1120)81110814(0110)20120110014
17  259 256 (1160)14109101150120101011101012
19  327 324 (1180)161091012011701202101901012013
4.2. Computational lower bounds on rk(k2)
When k is large, it is diﬃcult to determine the exact values of rk(k2). By slightly modifying the algorithm, we obtain
lower bounds for some of them. Our results improve the lower bounds of Truss [6]. Table 6 shows some bounds or values
of the form rk(k2), where lk(k2) denote the lower bound from Theorem 2. The construction in the table is corresponding to
the lower bound for rk(k2).
5. Some lower bounds on van der Waerden numbers
The general upper bound on van der Waerden number in [3] is an important work in combinatorics. But the upper
bounds for small van der Waerden numbers based on it are very large. It is interesting to obtain upper bounds for van der
Waerden numbers by studying upper bound for rk(n).
Meanwhile, the lower bounds on van der Waerden numbers can be found by searching k-free sets. For a given positive
integers N, r,k1,k2, . . . ,kr , we ﬁrstly partition the set {1,2, . . . ,N} into r classes and then test ki-free sets based on the
above dynamic programming algorithm. Three lower bounds on van der Waerden numbers are obtained.
W(3, 4, 5) > 123.
Color 1:
1,6,10,13,17,23,34,39,47,52,53,69,73,75,76, 80,82,90,92,101,114,
119;
Color 2:
4,9,11,12,14,15,20,21,22,24,29,31,44,45,46,48,49,51,55,57,58,60,
61,62,66,68,83,84,86,89,93,94,95,97,98, 104,105,107,108,110,111,
Z. Shao et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 78 (2012) 610–618 617112,115;
Color 3:
2,3,5,7,8,16,18,19,25,26,27,28,30,32,33,35,36,37,38,40,41,42,43,
50,54,56,59,63, 64,65,67,70,71,72,74,77,78,79,81,85,87,88,91,96,
99,100,102,103,106,109,113,116,117,118,120,121,122,123.
W(5, 8) > 247.
Color 1:
1,3,6,10,12,14,15,16,17,19,20,22,27, 35,36,41,43,45,46,49,57,59,
60,66,68,71,72,73,74,76,77,78,83,85, 87,89,90,92,97,100,107,109,
114,115,116,118,122,124,126,128,129,132,134,139,143,148,151,153,
154,155,157,161,163,166,167,168,170,174,176,177,180,181,183,185,
190,193,201,203,204,207,208,210,212,214,215,217,219,220,221,224,
227,229,235,237,238,243;
Color 2:
2,4,5,7,8,9,11,13,18,21,23, 24, 25,26,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,37,38,
39,40,42,44,47,48,50,51,52, 53, 54,55,56,58,61,62,63,64,65,67,69,
70,75,79,80,81,82,84,86,88,91,93,94,95,96, 98,99,101,102,103,104,
105,106,108,110,111,112,113, 117,119,120,121,123,125,127,130,131,
133,135,136,137,138,140,141, 142,144,145,146,147,149,150,152,156,
158,159,160,162,164,165,169, 171,172,173,175,178,179,182,184,186,
187,188,189,191,192,194, 195,196,197,198,199,200,202,205,206,209,
211,213,216,218,222,223, 225,226,228,230,231,232,233,234,236,239,
240,241,242,244,245,246,247.
W(5, 9) > 319.
Color 1:
1,6,8,11,13,15,19,21,26,27,36,39,43,49,52,53,55,58,66,70,73,77,
80,81,82,84,85,91,92,95,96,100,103,110,112,113,116,118,121,123,
124,128,131,134,137,139,141,143,150,152,153,154,155,158,160,162,
164,165,167,169,171,172,174,177,186,192,193,194,195,200,201,202,
206,213,217,218,219,221,227,228,231,235,237,238,241,243,246,253,
254,256,258,262,266,268,269,271,278,280,282,286,287,291,297,304,
308,315,316,318;
Color 2:
2,3,4,5,7,9,10,12,14,16,17,18,20,22,23,24,25,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,
35,37,38,40,41,42,44,45,46,47,48,50,51,54,56,57,59,60,61,62,63,64,
65,67,68,69,71,72,74,75,76,78,79,83,86,87,88,89,90,93,94,97,98,99,
101,102,104,105,106,107,108,109, 111, 114,115,117,119,120,122,125,
126,127,129,130,132,133,135,136, 138, 140,142,144,145,146,147,148,
149,151,156,157,159,161,163,166, 168, 170,173,175,176,178,179,180,
181,182,183,184, 185,187,188,189,190, 191,196,197,198,199,203,204,
205,207,208,209, 210,211,212,214,215, 216,220,222,223,224,225,226,
229,230,232,233, 234,236,239,240,242, 244,245,247,248,249,250,251,
252,255,257,259, 260,261,263,264,265, 267,270,272,273,274,275,276,
277,279,281,283, 284,285,288,289,290, 292,293,294,295,296,298,299,
300,301,302,303,305,306,307,309,310,311,312,313,314,317,319.
The eﬃciency of searching ki-free sets is important for hunting for the lower bounds on van der Waerden numbers. Using
this algorithm, it is easy to obtain the colorings for the lower bounds for W (5,8) and W (5,9) as above. It takes longer time
to have W (3,4,5) 124. Since W (3,4,4) = 89 (see [9]), we guess it is not far from the exact value of W (3,4,5).
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